
Digitalising your HR Function 

From multinationals to sole traders, there is a
Human Resources (HR) function at the core of
every business, and these past 12 months has
upended the priorities of most HR leaders.  
Quickly having to navigate everything from a  
remote working environment to providing ongoing
support for employees juggling many new
work-life scenarios. 2021 is set to be another year of 
transformation and looking to digital transformation 
and scanning to make daily admin easier, quicker,
and more efficient is a critical first step. 

HR function want:

So they can:

To make administrative tasks
easier and more efficient

Ensure business continuity

Concentrate on their core
business mission

The answer is digital transformation. 
The first step is scanning.  
The question is how.

120 days every year are spent on admin by SMEs1 

Admin-heavy, paper-based systems mean inefficient record keeping.  
Centrally-stored files inhibit remote access and are a security risk. 

Challenges faced by non-digitised HR functions
Processing information

Analysis and insight 

Manually analysing paper-based data takes too much time. Manually monitoring diversity, 
pay transparency and benchmarking for compliance is difficult. 

71% of HR managers struggle to access data or analytics2 

Handling and storing employee data 

Paper-based data is complex and takes time to navigate. Storage and access limitations 
make data-handling laborious, expensive and prone to human error. 

21% of an organisation’s productivity is lost due to information management inefficiencies3 

Staff communication

Managing version control and keeping employees updated across multiple locations is difficult.  

74% of employees feel disconnected4

Sage survey shows impact of admin on productivity
HR Review 
M-Files 2019 Intelligent Information Management Benchmark Report  
Gallup  
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Benefits of a digital HR function
More accessible and secure data with efficient workflows strengthen employee engagement  
and regulatory compliance.  

Digital transformation of HR enables greater…  

Accessibility: 

Making employee records and data accessible from anywhere with user access rights.  

Security and compliance:

Making it easier to secure digital files and set automatic data-retention rules for GDPR compliance.  

Workflow efficiency: 

Making data storage and processing more efficient with fewer errors  Employee engagement: 
keeping employees informed and motivated with easier workflows and less admin time. 

Effortless Economic Time-saving

Dependable, high quality scanning 

makes capturing paper-based HR 

information effortless

Less time spent on admin

means more time to focus

on core activities

Digitising HR Processes and

streamlining workflows delivers

efficiencies and cost savings



Fujitsu scanning technology gives you an opportunity to help customers that are striving  
to adopt new HR working practices to achieve workflow efficiencies, accessibility, security,  
and compliance.

Solutions from Fujitsu

Fujitsu fi-800R 

ID Document Scanning

Scanning a range of every-day documents has never been simpler 
with the compact and easy to use fi-800R scanner. Intuitively scan 
and automatically extract data from identification such as pass-
ports, I.D. and A4 documents and populate directly into pre-defined 
workflows. Enhance staff onboarding and employee engagement 
whilst reducing expenditure. 

The scanner is ideal for a desktop HR function meaning no need to scan in other locations  
and raise risk of security lapses , documents never need to leave sight.

Fujitsu fi-800R versatile desktop scanner Shop now

When it comes to improving organisation work processes  
and reducing pain points the SP-1130N is the ideal options.  
Key features of the device are:

Desktop Solutions

Fujitsu SP-1130N

Scanning multiple document types and sizes 

Scanning directly into workflows 

Adhoc creation of PDFs 

Creating searchable and editable Word, PPT and Excel files

Fujitsu SP-113ON A4 Duplex ADF office scanner Shop now

The Fujitsu fi-7160 is ideal for batch scanning environments. With 
a daily duty cycle of up to 9,000 pages it is ideal for organisations 
struggling with remote working and needing to digitalise vast 
amounts of data, whilst being a versatile and cost effective solution. 

Fujitsu fi-7160

Fujitsu fi-7160 A4 High Speed Duplex ADF office scanner Shop now

Watch Driving digital
efficiencies in HR webinar

https://store.midwich.com/products/details/FUJFI800R?utm_source=landing%20page&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Q221%20Fujitsu%20digitising%20HR
https://store.midwich.com/products/details/FUJSP1130N?utm_source=landing%20page&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Q221%20Fujitsu%20digitising%20HR
https://store.midwich.com/products/details/FI7160?utm_source=landing%20page&utm_medium=PDF&utm_campaign=Q221%20Fujitsu%20digitising%20HR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1Z0MTWZDTo 

